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Founded in
Research

All ELEVATE, conference sessions are based on
research and/or evidence-based content and

practices and guaranteed to be presented in a
way that engages attendees in hands-on

activities and models instructional best-practices. 

Next Day
Implementation

Every session you attend will provide you with
lesson ideas and activity resources that you can

take back to your classroom and use
immediately!

Vetted
Speakers

At ELEVATE, we set the bar high! All presenters
are required to support their presentation
content with current research, model best-
practice instructional methods, incorporate
active-engagement strategies within their

sessions, and provide complementary lesson
plans/activities for attendees to take back and

use immediately in their classrooms.

Who We Are
ELEVATE is the premiere professional

development for primary Pre-K - 2nd Grade
Educators. Our Selection of highly

accomplished national speakers, are either
currently teachers, administrators, specialists,

coaches or consultants working in schools. 



The definition says it all….and at ELEVATE, that’s what we are all
about: Supporting and uplifting early childhood and elementary
educators in their quest to improve instruction for the students they
serve.  
 
This conference was designed with the core objective of supporting
educators who work selflessly in the classroom each day, giving their
all. The ELEVATE team consists of highly experienced and award-
winning educators who are currently teaching in the classroom or
actively serving in schools.  
 
We SEE you. 
We know your struggles. 
We APPRECIATE you. 
 
ELEVATE is here to support YOU. Our conferences will provide you
with the absolute best professional development sessions offered
for Pre-k to 2nd grade educators. Every ELEVATE conference will
include multiple sessions on all core academic strands (including
reading, writing, math, science, & social studies), as well as
administrative, SEL, school culture, classroom management, and
culturally responsive teaching workshops. 
 
And what’s more important is that our support doesn’t stop there!
ELEVATE is much more than a conference you attend. After joining
us for an in-person professional development experience, you are
invited into our ELEVATE community. This is a place where educators
across the country digitally come together to provide continued
support and encouragement for one another. Think of it as a social-
media-based PLC. Post your questions. Request support. Share your
challenges. We’ll be right there to provide long-term support. We’ve
got you! 
 
Ready to ELEVATE your classroom?

Join us in Nashville!
 
 

elevate verb
el· e· vate | \ ˈe-lə- ˌvāt , -vət \ verb 1: to lift up; raise to a higher
level 2: to improve intellectually, morally, or culturally 3: to
promote or uplift another  4: to raise to a higher cognitive or
conceptual level 5: to put in high spirits



   

   

   

   

JOIN US IN
CONNECTICUT!

LOCATION & HOTEL

REGISTER HERE

BOOK HOTEL

Mohegan Sun
Casino & Resort
1 Mohegan Sun Blvd
Montville, CT 06382

We have discounted room rates!
Limited rooms available so be
sure to book your room as soon
as possible. 

DatesTicket Price

Early Bird Full Access VIP Pass

Full-Access VIP Pass

Full-Access At The Door

$225

$275

$400

Dec. 1st - Jan. 31st 2023

Feb. 1st - June 30th 2023

July 1st

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
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4 pm - 6 pm Registration

6 pm Keynote by Dwayne Reed

7 pm Meet & Greet

REGISTER HERE BOOK HOTEL

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23


8:15 am - 9:15 am Morning Keynote by 

Dr. Jody Carrington!

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm Dance Party with
Jack Hartmann!

9:30 am - 11:30 am Breakout Sessions

11:45 am - 1:15 pm Lunch on Your Own

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm Breakout Sessions

2:45 pm - 3:45 pm Breakout Sessions

REGISTER HERE BOOK HOTEL

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23


REGISTER HERE BOOK HOTEL

8:15 am - 9:15 am Morning Keynote & Book

Signing w/Ron Clark

2:45 pm - 3:45 pm Closing Keynote by
Mr. Greg!

9:30 am - 10:30 am Q&A with Ron Clark

10:45 am - 11:45 am Breakout Sessions

11:45 am - 1:15 pm Lunch on Your Own

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm Breakout Sessions

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/elevate-your-classroom-new-england-2023-tickets-481418805607
https://book.passkey.com/go/ELEV23


Conference
Keynotes

With Ron Clark     |     Keynote

Centers Made Simple

The Aliens Is Coming!

With Greg Smedley-Warren     |     Keynote

During this keynote focused on the state of education in the world, Ron
Clark informs the audience about data trends, test score results and an
analysis of his journeys to classrooms and school districts in all 50 states.
"The Aliens is Coming," is focused on the challenges we are facing in the
American education system, but Ron delivers it in a way that is uplifting,
inspiring and filled with hilarity! Educators will leave with concrete
examples of how they can improve their teaching methods and their
schools, but they will also leave feeling hope and a promise for a new
tomorrow.

Get familiar with standards-based and differentiated math and literacy
centers and explore ways to effectively manage your math or literacy
centers. Plus discover how center wheels and tubs help make managing
and rotating centers simple for you and your students through the use of
choice and voice. 



Conference
Keynotes

With Dwayne Reed     |     Keynote

Being the Educator Your 
Scholars Need

REIGNITE: Building Resilience 
In The Age Of Burnout

By Dr. Jody Carrington     |     Keynote

Filled with tons of SEL (social-emotional learning) restorative justice practices,
and trauma-informed talking points, Reed will help educators re-discover their
WHY of teaching, and will emphasize the importance of building and
maintaining positive relationships with scholars, both in and outside of the
classroom. Each participant will work through a detailed presentation guide,
and will leave with dozens of practical, relationship-building strategies which
can immediately be implemented in their classroom or school environment.

As we step back into the unfamiliar world post-pandemic, many of us are
understandably witnessing what burnout looks like. Emotional exhaustion, a lack
of compassion, and an experience of futility have become a common
experience across the globe. Dr. Jody will eloquently and reverently walk
through the process of reconnection to combat burnout and build mental
resilience. Using specific strategies to shift culture, bringing hilarity and truth
while reigniting purpose and productivity with this game-changing talk.
Educators around the world have found both brilliance and laughter in her words
and stories as she helps audiences reconnect and build resilience. 



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Greg Smedley-Warren      |      Cross Curricular

By Jackie Kops     |     Play Based Learning

Are you looking for inspiration to create your own DIY center or
workstation activities? Look no further! You will learn how to elevate your
center activities with everyday items. Engage your students during
center time with these budget-friendly ideas!

Learn how to transform the dramatic play center into different places
and let students take the lead in their learning! Change it into an Ice
Cream Shop, Pumpkin Patch, Campsite, Auto Shop, or a place related to
your learning theme! Learn quick and easy ways to embed literacy,
math, STEM, and science into their play for many themes that you can
implement tomorrow! Plus, fun ways you can sneak fine motor into their
play! Plan out one dramatic play transformation together. 

Centers Made Simple - DIY

Transforming the Dramatic
Play Center



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Holly Ehle     |     Science of Reading

By Katie Mense     |     Science

Join Holly as she shares what educational neuroscientists now know about
how the brain functions when children learn to read and write and why it's
essential for primary teachers to provide instruction that has children
working from speech to print. You will leave this session with a clear
understanding of why, as educators, we need to shift our instructional
methods to better align with the science of reading and reconsider some
of the activities we've done in the past. This session will also be jam-
packed with engaging activity ideas to take back to your classroom and
use with your students immediately! 

Kids are naturally curious about the world around them. Tap into that
curiosity by blending Science into your everyday instruction. In this
session, Katie will show you lots of fun, hands-on ways to engage your
little scientist and build their scientific understanding through authentic
exploration.

Speech to Print

Pave the Way for Scientific 
Literacy



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Adam Dovico     |     School Culture

By Alexia Pendleton     |     The Arts

Building student voice and critical thinking is a skill we all want to see in
our classrooms. Join Adam as he shows you how to develop a student-
centered classroom through discourse, debate, critical thinking, and
speaking and listening. Participants will get to view authentic videos of
these practices in action and then take an active part in practicing the
foundational skills and set-up for how to immediately bring these
practices back to their classroom. 

Music and movement are essential to Rhythm but also to learning. This
session will provide ways to make rhythm an essential part of student
learning. 

When Kids Lead: Developing
Student Voice

Get this Dance!



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Angela Griffith     |     Classroom Management

By Derrick Carlson     |    Classroom Management

Literacy centers are purposeful learning environments within the
classroom designed to support students in developing reading and
writing skills. Join Angela as she shares all of her tips & tricks for creating,
implementing, and managing purposeful literacy centers so that your
students can learn and thrive!

Learn how to create a classroom culture that honors identities
organically and leverages knowledge from all the learners to build up
student confidence in the classroom. 

From Ideas to Impact: 
Purposeful Literacy Centers

Creating Cohesive Classroom
Culture



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Alexia Pendleton     |    Classroom Management

By Katie Knight     |    Classroom Management

The goal of this session is to reimagine and revolutionize the traditions 
and norms we have always had in the classroom. It will provide practical 
resorative approaches to create a stronger classroom community that is 
built on love, support and empowerment. 

Teachers need real-world and easy to implement classroom
management strategies. Come laugh and learn as Katie Knight breaks it
down and gives solutions for creating a happy, self-managing, and
emotionally safe classroom. 

Reimagining the Classroom 
Community

Manage Their Mischief 



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Christina DeCarbo     |     ELA

By Keri Brown     |     Math

In this jam-packed session, Christina shares her favorite phonemic
awareness and phonics activities for your small group reading lessons
and whole-group instruction. Discover research-aligned activities that
will help students become skilled and confident decoders. Leave with
tons of tried-and-true ideas and tips to add to your structured literacy
toolbox! You and your students will love these hands-on, multisensory
learning experiences for phonemic awareness and phonics fun! 

Let's talk about why math matters for our primary students. We will cover
how we can take a child from zero awareness to full blown number
sense mastery. This session is also packed with ideas and activities to
take back into the classroom to implement.

Phonemic Awareness and
Phonics Fun

From Nonsense to Number
Sense



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Kayla Dornfeld     |     Cross-Curricular

By Deedee Wills     |     ELA

Have you been hearing about Genius Hour, passion projects, Project
Based Learning, or Google’s 20% time in classrooms? Are you unsure how
to justify this type of student-led learning—or implement it? Kayla presents
the research behind allowing students time during their week to study
what they are passionate about and solve real world problems. From
brainstorming topics to creating meaningful, student-driven presentations,
learn how to create a classroom where student passions come alive.

How do you teach emergent readers to become deep thinkers and
engage in focused discussions? How do you scaffold them, support their
attempts, and help them transfer their learning to new situations? It just
doesn't happen...it happens with deliberate instruction. Join Deedee as
she walks you through the process of planning an interactive read-aloud
for deliberate instruction.  It starts with a great book.

Student Led Learning: Genius Hour
& Project Based Learning in Action 

It Starts with a Great Book!



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Katie Wonderly     |     Music

By María Mercedes Champion      |      ELL

Picture books can serve many purposes in a classroom: mirrors to reflect
students’ own experiences, windows to peek into the lives and
experiences of others, and doors to enter new or imaginary worlds. In this
session, Katie will be using children’s literature as a diving board into the
world of music - a jumping off point to melodic and rhythmic concepts,
musicians, and other musical activities.

Learning another language is a difficult task that requires lots of support
by families and educators. Lets answer some questions you may have
about second language acquisition and the ways we can support our
students and families learning another language. 

Sing, Play, Dance, and Read: 
Making Storytime Musical

Bilingualism, Building 
Brain Power! 



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Whitney Ramirez     |     Math
 Do you dread teaching math? Are you looking to spice up your math
block? Whether you're a new teacher just starting out or a veteran
teacher looking for new ideas, in this session you will learn how to take
math off the page and create hands on, engaging, and standards based
math lessons and centers. You will also learn tips and strategies to help
you plan and organize your math block like a pro! 

Math Made Fun

By Deedee Wills     |     Writing
Learn the effective writing instructional practices that are backed by
brain research. You will leave with practical ideas that are aligned with
IDA's structured literacy approach. Psst! AND your students will love it.

Writing Through the Lens
of The Science of Reading



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Angela Griffith    |     Data Driven Instruction

By Holly Ehle     |     Science of Reading

Transform your literacy instruction and unleash the power of data! Join Angela on
a journey as she reveals how two educational tools can come together to create
powerful learning experiences. Let's discover the possibilities! Unlock the power of
leveraging this information in a meaningful way so you can reach new heights
with your instructional efforts.

Ready to take what you learned in the “Science of Reading: Speech to Print”
session and put it into practice? Join Holly as she explains how you can use a
Sound Wall in your classroom as a powerful resource to guide instruction and
support your beginning readers and writers. Learn more about how to transition
your “guided reading” groups into powerful learning circles that provide
evidence-based, differentiated support for all students. Gain knowledge about
how to plan classroom activities that promote orthographic mapping, including
how to teach students irregularly spelled high-frequency words using the “heart
word” method. Walk away from this session with a packet full of activities and
resources that you can use in your classroom to bring the SOR to life in fun and
engaging ways! 

High Priority: Data-Driven 
Literacy Instruction

Putting the SOR into Practice 



Morning Makeover

Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Katie Blue-Mense & Adam Dovico | Classroom Management

In classrooms across the country, students start their day with routines
that include packets of work, problems of the day, and silent
expectations. What if we rethought how we start our day? What if we
gave students opportunities to create, build, solve, and explore in an
engaging and meaningful way? Join Katie and Adam as they take you
on a journey from morning work to morning choice! We will offer up tips,
strategies, and resources, including our very own Morning Tubs, that will
allow you to prepare for your students to have a great start to the day! 

Learning How to Write Letters &
Numbers with Tiny Treasures 

Make learning letters and numbers FUN and hands-on using tiny
treasures and non-traditional surfaces from your local dollar spot and
dollar store! Join this session to learn tons of new strategies and
activities for teaching letter and number formation using tiny
treasures like mini-erasers, gems, seasonal table scatter, sensory
bags, writing trays, and other fun non-traditional writing surfaces like
foil.

By Jackie Kops     |     Fine Motor



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By María Mercedes Champion  |  ELL Phonics

By Derrick Carlson     |     D.E.I.A.

Phonological awareness is highly related to later success in reading and
spelling. This session will teach FUN language development songs,
transitions and activities to increase phonological awareness throughout
your student's day. 

Learn how to create an interconnected thread of learning through various
subjects to support students conceptualization of the why behind learning.

All DAY, Every Day FUN Meaningful
Language Development Activities

Creating Multicultural
Interdisciplinary Units



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Whitney Ramirez     |     STEAM

By Katie Knight     |     Classroom Management

Are you looking for more ways to weave STEAM into your day? In this
session, you will learn tips on how to implement hands-on learning
activities that allow students to plan, build and create meaningful
connections to their learning. You will also learn strategies on how to
connect STEAM to literacy, social studies, and math. 

Get off to a strong start with Katie's out-of-the box ideas and simple
tweaks. They'll keep you happy and organized all year long! Make lesson
planning easy, classroom organization a breeze, and teaching feel joyful
all year. Katie shows you how and keeps you laughing the whole time!

Seamless and Simple STEAM

Happy and Organized !



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Christina DeCarbo     |     ELA

By Keri Brown     |     Classroom Management

You’re invited to a vocabulary party! In this engaging, hands-on session,
Christina teaches you how to cultivate a classroom of students who love
words! We’ll learn about best-practices for vocabulary instruction, and
discover the importance of oral language, direct and indirect instruction,
morphology, context, word play, and more! You’ll walk away with a bag
of party favors that includes lessons, activities, games, and strategies that
will turn your students into voracious vocabulary experts! (Please bring a
box of crayons to the party!) 

With the new year in our sights, I like to plan for the next school year to
keep the stress and workload of a new year to a minimum. Let's walk
through my prepping time and what I focus on with my students in the
first 30 days of school. Walk away with my to dos plus my checklist to
help you teach routines and procedures in the first 30 days.

You're Invited to a Vocabulary
Party! 

The First 30 Days of School



Conference Sessions
The following breakout sessions are available at
ELEVATE New England! You get to choose the

session that you would like to attend! 

By Kayla Dornfeld     |     Social Studies
Learn to take your students -- no matter how young -- anywhere from
outer space, to the Minnesota Zoo, to classrooms in other states and
countries. Discuss ways to safely encourage virtual exploration and
harness social media to connect your students with experts from all over
the world. Leave this session ready to empower students to virtually “Share
Their Story” and bring the world to your classroom.

Bring the World to Your Classroom!



ALSO FEATURING...



Known to many as "America's Educator," Ron Clark is the 2000 Disney American
Teacher of the Year, a two-time New York Times Bestselling author, the subject of
a television movie and the founder of the Ron Clark Academy. Ron is regularly
featured on network and cable television (The Today Show, CNN and Oprah,)
and was dubbed by Ms. Winfrey as her first "Phenomenal Man."

Ron Clark brings charisma, energy and devotion to the education profession. Ron
pioneered innovative projects in rural North Carolina working with students in a
low wealth area. His highly effective programs garnered national attention in 1995
and led to a White House invitation to be honored by the President of the United
States.

Ron Clark's personality is marked by a sense of challenge and adventure. Upon
watching a television piece chronicling low test scores and the lack of teachers
in inner-city New York, Ron packed his car and moved to Harlem. After being
warned by the principal that his class was the least disciplined group she had
seen in years,

Ron prepared himself by visiting the home of each student before the first day of
school. Ron Clark involved his students in projects in the city and state, and his
"low achievers" soon began to excel; and by the end of the year, their scores
were higher than the "gifted" classes in his district. 



In 2003, Ron Clark released the New York Times Bestselling book "The Essential
55" which includes his 55 expectations of students - as well as all individuals -
young and old. Ron's second book, "The Excellent 11," was released in August 2004
and further captured the attention of parents, educators and students alike.

Obviously Ron Clark did not stop there. In 2006, he founded The Ron Clark
Academy, an inner-city school serving students from across metro Atlanta. The
nonprofit school is unique for its innovative teaching methods and curriculum
based on high expectations, engaging strategies and a focus on relationships.
Over 100,000 educators, teachers and administrators from around the world have
visited the Academy to observe the innovative and "out-of-the-box" methods for
achieving student success.

In the year 2006, The Ron Clark Story was released to critical acclaim. It was
named as the Best TV Movie/Drama and was nominated for an Emmy, a Golden
Globe and the Critics' Choice Award for Best Television Movie.

In 2011, Ron Clark released "The End of Molasses Classes: Getting Our Kids
Unstuck--101 Extraordinary Solutions for Parents and Teachers." This New York
Times Best Seller brought to light 101 innovative and classroom-tested ways for
improving America's schools and leading our children to greatness.

In his most recent release, "Move Your Bus: An Extraordinary New Approach to
Accelerating Success in Work and Life." This versatile best seller has attracted
attention from both the world of business and education. Ron Clark applies his
successful leadership principles to both worlds in this effective and accessible
guidebook, perfect for anyone looking to inspire and motivate his or her team.
Ron Clark currently teaches 5th and 6th grade, math and global studies, but in
addition to his many duties as an educator, Ron Clark is a much sought after
keynote speaker. During his presentations, he shares the uncanny adventures he
has had in the classroom and speaks of his experiences teaching in Harlem.
Within his humorous and heartwarming stories, he delivers a message relevant to
each of us. It is a message of hope, dedication and the never-say-never attitude
required to achieve goals and dreams.

Ron Clark Continued...



Howdy! I am Mr. Greg from The Kindergarten Smorgasboard. I have been teaching
for 16 years. I spent a year teaching fifth grade, two years in second grade and am
now in my 13th year in Kindergarten. Kindergarten is my passion and my calling
but honestly, that wasn’t how it started. When I was moved to Kindergarten (not
voluntarily!) I called my mommy and cried. But on the first day, I fell in love and
knew that Kindergarten is where I belonged. I have remained in Kindergarten ever
since. I plan to never leave the classroom as the kids are what drive me to
continue my growth as a teacher and person.

I received my bachelors degree from Indiana University and received my ELL
certification from David Lipscomb University. At the beginning of my career I spent
two summers teaching in Ecuador which only helped to fan the flames of my
passion for teaching. In 2015 I was selected as Teacher Of The Year by my peers. I
have a monthly broadcast on YouTube called Submission for Smorgie LIVE. I enjoy
blogging, creating curriculum and resources for my classroom and conducting
professional development sessions to help teachers around the world make their
classrooms a more fun, effective and interactive place to teach.

When I’m not in the classroom, blogging and doing all things teach, I enjoy
spending time with my family. I live in Nashville, Tennessee with my husband
(known as The Mister on my blog), our 2 yr old daughter, Adelynn and our
goldendoodle, Butters.



Mr. Reed is an author, rapper, proud husband, father, and public school teacher in
Chicago, IL. 

In 2016, he released his viral music video, “Welcome to the 4th Grade,” which
garnered millions of views, and catapulted him into an educational spotlight. Reed
believes relationships mean everything in education, and that every child, no
matter their race or social status, deserves a fair chance at a quality education. 

His message to all is one of grace, love, and equity, and his aim is to rehumanize
the learning experience for every scholar, everywhere. 

Mr. Reed is in love with his wife and junior-high sweetheart, Simone’, and lives
happily on the Southside of Chicago.



Dr. Jody Carrington is a renowned psychologist sought after for her expertise,
energy and approach to helping people solve their most complex human-centred
challenges. Jody focuses much of her work around reconnection – the key to
healthy relationships and productive teams. 
 
A speaker, author, and leader of Carrington & Company, she uses all she has been
taught in her twenty-year career as a psychologist to empower everyone she
connects with. Jody has worked with kids, families, business leaders, first
responders, teachers, and farmers and has spoken in church basements and
world-class stages; the message remains the same – our power lies in our ability to
acknowledge each other first. Her approach is authentic, honest and often
hilarious. She speaks passionately about resilience, mental health, leadership,
burnout, grief and trauma – and how reconnection answers many of the root
problems we face. Her wildly popular book, Kids These Days, was published in 2019
and has sold 150,000 copies worldwide. Jody’s message is as simple as it is
complex: we are wired to do the hard things, but we were never meant to do any
of this alone. With a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, working with major institutions
and thriving clinical practice, she brings a depth of experience and insight that is
unmatched in the industry.
 
Jody lives in small-town Olds, Alberta, with her husband and three children (she
had three kids in 2 years to test her own resilience) and leads the amazing team
at Carrington & Company.



Jack Hartmann’s Super Fun Learning Songs are all about making learning even
more fun with the very best in children’s educational music. Jack’s music is
research-based and teacher approved to focus on helping children learn
important state, national and early childhood standards. All of Jack’s songs and
videos engage children with not only great educational content, but with cool
beats kids love and fun movements.

Jack Hartmann received his BA in Child Psychology from the University of Florida
in Gainesville, FL and his MA degree in Clinical Psychology from Assumption
College in Worcester, MA.

Jack began his career of working with autistic children at Shands Teaching
Hospital in Gainesville, Florida and then he worked as a social worker with
delinquent youth in St. Petersburg, Florida and in psychiatry at Emory University
Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia.

Jack has presented his wonderful children’s music at teacher workshops and
conferences in almost every state in the United States. He has been a keynote
and workshop leader at the annual NAEYC and the National Head Start
conferences, S.D.E. conferences all across the country and many local and state
pre-school, kindergarten and 1st Grade conferences.



Keri has 15 years in education in Alabama and is currently an educational
consultant. She has taught in kindergarten and first grade, but her heart is in K.
She loves helping teachers navigate implementing tech and using classroom
hacks to make their teaching easier.

Adam Dovico is an accomplished teacher, curriculum facilitator, principal,
professor, speaker, and author. For the past two decades, he has taught students
of all ages through his engaging and rigorous teaching style. He has also
provided professional development for educators from around the world through
his keynotes, workshops, and books. You can often find Adam standing on a table
or chair dressed in one of his signature outrageous and amusing suits. He has
been recognized by organizations such as the Japan Fulbright Memorial Fund,
Learning for Justice, and the Atlanta Falcons for his leadership and teaching, and
he continues to work for greater equity in schools through his antiracist and
culturally responsive pedagogy. You can learn more about Adam's teaching and
leadership online at adamdovico.com, on social media @adamdovico, or in his
books: Inside the Trenches, The Limitless School, and When Kids Lead.



Derrick Carlson (he/him) is currently a second grade monolingual teacher in the
suburbs of Chicago. He is in his ninth year of teaching. Derrick's a successful
culturally responsive educator who has developed his skillset through Zaretta
Hammond’s year long professional learning community. He has undergraduate
degrees in English Literary and Cultural Studies, and French from the University of
Oklahoma. Derrick earned a Master’s degree in Elementary Education from
DePaul University. He is currently in a graduate literacy education program.

Whitney Ramirez is a second grade teacher in San Diego, CA. Currently in her
tenth year of teaching, Whitney has taught five different grade levels,
experienced a variety of school cultures, and worked with many unique teaching
personalities. She loves public speaking, and even had a moment where she
made it to the third audition round at American Idol (way back in 2010!) She also
has two Master’s degrees, and was a D1 collegiate athlete, playing lacrosse at St.
Mary’s College of CA. There are things that she learned on the field that have
made her a better leader and teacher. When she’s not in my classroom, you’ll
most likely find her snuggling with her mini goldendoodle Gus, reading at the
beach, or grabbing a beer at a brewery (usually accompanied with a slice of
pizza). Whitney loves a good happy hour, playing board games with her husband,
and bingeing some Netflix or Bravo. 



Holly is a full-time kindergarten teacher and literacy specialist who is passionate
about student engagement, differentiated instruction, and early literacy. She is
currently working on her Ph.D. in Reading, Language, and Literacy with a
specialization in Educational Neuroscience and loves helping teachers better
understand exactly how the brain learns when beginning to read and write. In the
classroom, her mission is to teach EVERY child to be a proficient reader and
writer, including those with dyslexia and/or other learning challenges. Outside of
the classroom, her mission is to help teachers bridge the gap between research
and practice in fun and engaging ways. Holly is also dedicated to giving back to
educators who work so hard in the classroom, and it was this shared passion that
forged her connection with the Kindergarten Smorgasboard/ELEVATE team.

Deedee is an experienced teacher, literacy coach, educational consultant, and
international presenter with a deep background in early childhood education
with over 20 years of classroom experience. Her sessions are a great way to tap
into her creative, fresh ideas for creating a classroom where every
kindergartener has fun and succeeds.



Kayla Dornfeld is a current third grade teacher, the 2019 North Dakota Teacher of
the Year, and the 2020 Top USA Educator of the Year! She's an author of two best-
selling education books, and was most recently named the 2022 Empowered
Woman of the Year by IAOTP. Kayla is a two-time (2017 and 2018) Global Hundred
honoree, recognizing her as 1 of the top 100 innovative educators in the world. The
New York Times named her "one of the tech-savviest teachers in the United
States". She's a TED Talker who has been featured at Twitter, on the Today Show,
and as a Young Alumni Achievement Award winner from her beloved alma
mater, the University of North Dakota.

Jackie is an enthusiastic curriculum writer and teacher trainer behind Pocket of
Preschool who loves supporting educators of little learners. She is a former
preschool teacher with over fourteen years of classroom teaching experience in
both full-day and half-day settings. She is from Missouri where she earned a
Masters and Bachelors in Early Childhood and Elementary Education from
Maryville University. Her goal is to help you unleash your teaching superpowers!
Jackie's passion is to inspire you with play-based activities, themed centers, and
supports that nurture and challenge little learners in a caring classroom
community. 



Christina (Miss DeCarbo) is a PreK-5 literacy coach and reading teacher for her
school district in Northeast, Ohio. She is trained in dyslexia and structured literacy
through the Orton Gillingham Academy and LETRS. Her research-based sessions
are packed with engaging lessons and creative tools to help students reach their
greatest potential as readers, writers, and problem-solvers. Christina is the
curriculum author of best-selling literacy intervention materials, and loves
collaborating with educators on Instagram @missdecarbo. As a mom to two little
ones at home, she enjoys spending time with family and drinking ALL the coffee! 

Alexia Vidal is a Kindergarten teacher in Atlantic City, NJ and 2020-2021 Teacher
of the Year. She is also a mother, wife and hip hop dance teacher/ fitness
instructor. She has presented in conferences such as the Revolutionary Education
Conference and Teach Your Heart Out. She is Passionate about Reimagining and
Revolutionizing School Culture.



Katie Knight is a 1st grade classroom teacher with a plan! Katie loves to share her
plans and ideas that help teachers become consistently happy and organized
while helping their young students grow in maturity and as readers and writers!
Katie speaks nationally at conferences, and you can find her on social media,
Teachers Pay Teachers and her blog, under Teacher To The Core! Katie
welcomes you in, and has you laughing, feeling energized, and leaves you
equipped to take action that makes your teaching life easier!

My name is María Mercedes Champion, an early childhood teacher and
consultant educated in Colombia, Spain and the USA. With over 17 years in the
classroom. I love creating songs, activities, and a playful rich language
environment for my students. I am passionate about sharing what I have learned
and created with other educators. By sharing my classroom experience through
consultations and presentations at the local and national level, I believe I can
help kids start out with a strong foundation through play and the love for their first
language, so their academic future will flourish. 



Katie Blue-Mense is a children’s author, a nationally recognized speaker, and an
energetic Kindergarten teacher in Southern Illinois with more than 15 years of
classroom experience. She has a passion for creating fun, hands-on lessons and
activities designed to meet the needs of all students. As a student who struggled
through school, she truly understands that every student has different needs and
learning styles. Katie is a McKendree University graduate, earning a Bachelor of
Science degree in Education and later, a Master of Arts degree in education. Katie
is a boy mom and loves to spend time in the great outdoors with her 3 sons, Brody,
Grady, and Finn. She loves to share her ideas and teaching experiences online
and on social media!

Hey there! I’m Angela Griffith, the educator, author, and lifelong learner behind
The Daily Alphabet. I’m here to help you create positive learning experiences in
your classroom by bringing you research-based strategies and resources. 

I know what it’s like to be overwhelmed with all of the latest teaching fads when
all you need are resources and activities that keep your students engaged in
learning. I’m passionate about literacy, and I love the entire ELA block, from whole
and small group to centers and writing! I enjoy helping teachers to fall in love with
their ELA block as well!



Katie is an elementary music teacher, making music with 600 of her favorite
young musicians in Oklahoma City. She graduated with her Bachelor's Degree in
Vocal Music Education from Oklahoma City University and is a Kodály certified
educator. She was named the 2020 Putnam City District Teacher of the Year and
the 2021 Outstanding Young Music Educator for the Oklahoma Music Educators
Association. Katie connects with educators and community members through
social media under the username Ms. Wondery Makes Music
(@mswonderlymakesmusic). She is known for innovatively sharing her journey as
a young music educator, featuring favorite resources, classroom organization,
lesson ideas, tech tips, and more. Katie believes every classroom should be a
place where creativity, community, and diversity are embraced and encouraged. 
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